Computer simulation of transposable element evolution: random template and strict master models.
It has been proposed that the most extensively studied mammalian retrotransposons replicate by some form of a master template model. This conclusion has been drawn largely from DNA sequence analysis and is based on phylogenetic tree topology, the presence and ordering of shared variants, the degree of divergence between elements within a subfamily, and the shape of the distribution of pairwise differences between elements. To investigate how robust these parameters are as predictors of the model of transposition, computer simulations of the two most extreme transposition models, the Random Template Model and the Strict Master Model, were carried out. A prototype of a computer simulator for studying retrotransposition is presented. The simulator is a versatile digital workbench that maintains DNA sequence data and allows manipulation of a range of factors including reverse transcriptase and in situ mutation rates, transposition template, and transposition rate. All parameters previously used as predictors of the model of transposition were markedly different for the two extreme models when evaluated using large sample sizes of sequences from experiments simulating up to 15 million years of evolution.